Name ............................................................

Emotions

Draw a face to show how Sam, Samantha or Mum is feeling at these points of the story.

Key:

Happy

Excited

Angry

Disappointed

Mum picking up the twins

Twins playing the giant

Reading the playscript

Meeting the cast

At breakfast

MUM!
Name .................................................................

Playscript

Use this playscript as a starting point.
Continue writing the part for the arguing giants.

Scene 6
In the Giant’s Castle

Giant: Fee Fie Fo Fum! I smell a nasty smell. How come?
Harp: It’s Jack!
Goose: He’s stolen my golden egg.
Harp: And I think he’s stolen Princess Meg!
Giant: He won’t get far. I’ll squash him flat. And then I’ll feed him to the cat.
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